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MICROMECHANICAL  AND THERMODYNAMIC 
ASPECTS OF THE PLASTIC SPIN 
E. VAN DER GIESSEN 
Delft University of Technology 
(Communicated by Masataka Tokuda, Mie University) 
Abstract--The paper focuses on the concept of plastic spin and its constitutive description i  
phenomenological theories for macroscopic large strain elastoplasticity. An overview is given 
of kinematic descriptions of the plastic spin and of constitutive r lationships which have been 
proposed in the literature. Two important classes are distinguished: one in which plastic spin 
constitutive laws are derived from application of tensor epresentation theorems, and thesec- 
ond where they are derived from normality rules. Both classes are critically examined from a 
micromechanical point of view as well as from the standpoint of deterministic irreversible ther- 
modynamics. The role of nonsymmetric state or structure variables in macroscopic plastic spin 
constitutive r lations i  emphasized and their origin is identified within the framework of crys- 
tal plasticity. The plastic spin in simple shear deformation processes is studied using various ki- 
nematic hardening models as well as a simple analytical multiple slip model proposed here. 
!. INTRODUCTION 
The macroscopic constitutive modeling of  large deformation elastoplasticity of  polycrys- 
talline materials has attracted a great deal of  attention during recent years. Of  particu- 
lar importance is the deformat ion- induced plastic an isotropy associated with the 
development of  crystallographic textures. Employing an intermediate state type of  con- 
cept in some form, the plastic spin emerges as an additional concept in the kinematics 
of  elastic-plastic deformations. Al though the importance of  a constitutive description 
for the plastic spin was pointed out already by MA~DEL [1971] and KRATOCHVn~ [1971], 
large-scale research into appropriate formulations was triggered much later by the ob- 
servation of  NAGTECAAt and DE JON6 [1982] of  a strikingly unrealistic response to large 
simple shear according to a more or less accepted kinematic hardening model. It seems 
to be generally appreciated now that the plastic spin is of  key importance in anisotropic 
materials and various constitutive laws for the plastic spin have been proposed in recent 
years, both for kinematic hardening and for other types of  persistent or induced anisot- 
ropies. However, a number of  these approaches seem to be fundamental ly different in 
nature. 
For instance, MAr~DEI~ [1982] proposed a generalized normality condition for the plas- 
tic rate of  deformation tensor (the word deformation implying both strain and rotation) 
with the plastic spin being given by its antisymmetric part. DArAtIAS [1983,1984,1985a, 
1985b] and LORET [1983] introduced general constitutive relationships for the plastic spin 
tensor on the basis of  representation theorems for isotropic functions. VAN DER GIES- 
SEN [1990] presented a constitutive theory which employs the additional concept of  a 
plastically induced orientational structure. This theory naturally involves nonsymmet-  
ric tensorial internal state variables, which, in turn, govern the plastic spin through a 
generalized normality condition. 
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In addition to such purely phenomenological approaches, the macroscopic material 
behavior of polycrystalline materials has been studied extensively over a number of years 
using polycrystal models based on crystal plasticity. Excellent overviews of this vast area 
are given by, for example, HAVNER [1982], ASARO [1983] and ASARO and NEEDLEMAN 
[1985]. These models potentially give a rigorous description of deformation-induced an-
isotropy due to texture development. As the constitutive quations for the plastic spin 
in single crystal plasticity are well-established, such models may provide a physically 
sound background for the formulation of the macroscopic plastic spin; but systematic 
studies with this aim seem to be rather scarce as yet. 
The purpose of this paper is to collect, compare, and discuss the various phenome- 
nological approaches that may be found in recent literature against he background of 
the thermodynamics and the micromechanics of large elastoplastic deformations. The 
thermodynamics of plastic spinning seems to have received very little attention, but it 
has been emphasized recently by PERZYNA [1988] and VAN DER GIESSEN [1989a, 1989b, 
1990]. Special attention is given to the implications of the deterministic approaches to 
irreversible thermodynamics of BlOT [1977,1984] and ZIEGLER [1977] which naturally 
lead to generalized normality structures. Furthermore, the phenomenological plastic spin 
constitutive laws are confronted with rigorous physical crystallographic slip theories. The 
connection of these constitutive descriptions with deterministic thermodynamics is dis- 
cussed in detail. A relatively simple, analytical multiple slip model for macroscopic 
deformations i  finally presented which provides a convenient means for further micro- 
mechanical considerations. 
The argument is carried in the direct notation of tensors which are denoted by bold- 
face characters. The tensor product is denoted by ® and the following operations ap- 
ply (a = aijei @ ey, b = biyei ® ej and [ei] is a set of Cartesian base vectors): ab = 
aikb~je~ ® ej and a : b = a~jb~j. The scalar product of two tensors of unspecified order 
is denoted symbolically by o. Superscripts T and - 1 denote the transpose and inverse 
of a second-order tensor, respectively, and tr denotes the trace. Subscripts  and a de- 
note the symmetric and antisymmetric parts, respectively, and a superposed dot denotes 
the material time derivative or rate. 
I1. K INEMATICS 
The concept of an intermediate configuration is now a well-understood tool in finite 
deformation plasticity theories, but different precise definitions and interpretations may 
be found in the literature. DAFAZLZ~S [1987] gives an excellent overview of the kinematic 
aspects of a number of such concepts and discusses their interrelationships. As far as 
the kinematics are concerned, two main distinct approaches may be perceived, namely 
the concept of an isoclinic configuration and that of a rotation-free intermediate 
configuration. 
The concept of an isoclinic configuration was introduced by MANDEL [1971] and used 
subsequently b , for example, MANDEL [1973,1982], HALPI-tEN [1975], and LORET [1983]. 
Motivated by single crystal plasticity, he introduced an orthogonal triad of direct or vec- 
tors embedded in the continuum, with the aim of representing the macroscopic substruc- 
ture of the crystalline material (see also MANDEL [1973]). The orientation of this triad 
in reference to a spatially fixed global frame of reference defines the orientation of the 
intermediate unstressed configuration. The isoclinic configuration is then defined as 
the intermediate configuration i  which the triad of director vectors retains the same 
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orientation in this fixed global frame. More importantly, the introduction of director 
vectors correctly decouples the motion of the continuum from the kinematics of the ma- 
terials' substructure (see also MANDEL [1973,1982] and DAFAZIAS [1987]). The elastic part 
F e of the continuum deformation gradient F includes the elastic stretch as well as the 
rotation necessary to bring the director triad into the fixed orientation. According to 
the polar decomposition theorem, F e can be expressed as F e = VR = RU with U and 
V symmetric and R proper orthogonal. With F p denoting the plastic part of F, one can 
define the plastic rates of deformation and strain and spin as 
AP -_ FPF  p - ' ,  AP : [AP]s ,  II p : lAP}a ,  (1) 
respectively. Based on the decomposition F = FeF  p, the continuum rate of deforma- 
tion L = FF  -1 and its strain-rate and spin parts d and o~ can be decomposed additively 
as 
L = L e + L p, d = d e + d p, ~ : 0.~ e "~- O) p ,  (2) 
with the elastic and plastic parts defined by 
L e =FeFe- '  ' L p=FeApF  e - ' ,  (3) 
d e = {Le}s ,  o f= [Le}a, d p : [LP}s ,  oJ p = {LP}a .  (4) 
Within a slightly different framework, the concept of isoclinic configurations was al- 
ready used earlier by BESSELING [1968]. His approach was followed by VAN DER GIES- 
SEN [1987,1989a]. BESSELING [1968] specified the orientation of the intermediate, 
so-called natural reference state by means of an orthogonal triad defining the directions 
of anisotropy, which were assumed to remain invariable. A noteworthy feature of his 
approach is that the plastic part F p is not used; instead the plastic rate of deformation 
A p is introduced as the primary quantity to characterize the plastic deformation pro- 
cess. The kinematics is then further equivalent to eqns (2) and (3) (see VAN DER GIES- 
SEN [1989a]). 
The second class of approaches uses the concept of a rotation-free intermediate con- 
figuration (see, e.g., LEE [1969], DAFALIAS [1984,1985a,1985b], AGAI-I-TEHRANI et al. 
[1987]). This configuration is such that the elastic part V of F is symmetric, V = V r, 
including only the elastic stretch. Using again MANDEL'S [1971] director vectors to spec- 
ify the orientation of the substructure, the rates of change of material quantities have 
to be considered relative to this rotating triad (MANDEI. [1971,1973]). This implies the 
use of corotational rates, denoted here by a superposed °, with respect to the spin w of 
the director vectors. The same kinematic decomposition as in eqn (2) is obtained, but 
the various rates are now expressed in terms of w, V and the plastic part P of F through 
L e = w + VV - l ,  L p = VA pv  - l ,  (5) 
instead of eqn (3). Here, the plastic rates of deformation, strain and spin in the inter- 
mediate configuration are given by 
A# = PP- ' ,  ao  p = {A#}~, 00 p = {A~}~, (6) 
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and I ~" = I;"- wV + Vw and P = P - wP  (see, e.g., DAFALIAS [1987]). Notice that in 
this formulation the spin w of the director triad enters toe explicitly, whereas it is hid- 
den in the rate of change of F e when using the isoclinic concept. In the case of small 
elastic strains, V = I or F e = R,  we have either toe = w or toe = RR r. 
Thus, the spin component toe in (2c) characterizes the spin of the director triad or the 
substructure, while the plastic spin part top can be roughly regarded as the spin of the 
material relative to this substructure. This distinction is well understood in crystal slip 
processes and will be discussed in more detail later. Actually, the title plastic spin can 
be conferred upon either the tensor tot, in the current configuration or the tensors//P 
or//6 ° in either one of the two intermediate configurations considered (see also NEMAT- 
NASSER [1982]). They are related through the mapping relations (3b) and (5b). The/ /P  
and//6 ° may be considered more closely related to the actual plastic deformation mech- 
anism, but we shall focus here on the plastic spin top since this measure is of primary 
importance in the eventual rate constitutive laws. Moreover, top is independent of the 
type of intermediate configuration chosen and properly invariant under superimposed 
rigid body rotations, as discussed in detail by DAFALIAS [1987]. 
11I. OVERVIEW OF CONSTITUTIVE LAWS FOR THE PLASTIC SPIN 
Constitutive relations for the plastic spin may be divided into two groups. The first 
group is based on formulations utilizing tensor functions and the second is based on the 
application of some generalized normality condition. After a brief exposition of gen- 
eral approaches, plastic spin constitutive relations in kinematic hardening theories are 
discussed. 
Cauchy stress is denoted by a, and let [ £11~ i ] and [ a; } be sets of internal state variables 
which can be tensors, vectors, or scalars. The ai are defined with respect o the current 
configuration and the t~i are understood to be properly transported into the intermedi- 
ate configuration. Attention is confined to time-independent plasticity and temperature 
effects are omitted. 
II I. 1 Tensor funct ion formulat ions 
MANDEL [1971] and KRATOCI-IVIL [1971] were the first to point out explicitly that con- 
stitutive relations are required not only for the plastic strain-rate but also for the plas- 
tic spin. The first plastic spin constitutive relation proposed was based on a tensor-valued 
function B for the plastic rate of deformation in the isoclinic configuration (MANDEL 
[1971,1973]): 
A p : (A )B(T ,  oti) = 9 p : (A ) [B(7 ,  a i )}a,  (7) 
where A is a properly defined loading index, ( ) are the Macauly brackets ((A) = A if 
A > 0 and (A) = 0 if A _< 0) and 7 = (detFe)Fe - laFe  T is the Kirchhoff stress in the 
intermediate configuration. Using eqns (3) and (4c) these expressions can formally be 
transformed into an expression for the plastic spin tensor to ° in the current configura- 
tion. DAFALIAS [1985a,1988] showed that top can in general be expressed by 
toP = (A)WP(• ,a i ) ,  (8) 
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where W p is an isotropic antisymmetric tensor-valued tensor function of its arguments, 
provided that the material symmetries (initial, persisting, or induced) are taken into ac- 
count by a proper choice of some of the ai and their evolution law. Here it should be 
noted that the mathematical isotropy of W p does not imply physical isotropy, due to 
the tensorial nature of ai (FARDSHISHEH & ONAT [1974]; DAVALIAS [1985b]). 
KRATOCHVIL [1971] seems to have been the first to suggest he application of tensor 
representation theorems (e.g., WANG [1970]) in order to operationalize the constitutive 
relations for the plastic spin. Independently, DAFALIAS [ 1983,1984,1985a, 1985b] and 
LORET [1983] actually used the representation theorems to provide explicit constitutive 
relations for the plastic strain-rate d p as well as, but separately, for the plastic spin. In 
the case of one symmetric second-order tensor a as internal structure variable, both 
DAFALIAS [1983] and LORET [1983] showed that the plastic spin is in general given by a 
constitutive relation of the form 
~P = (A)  [~/ l (ao"  - -  oa)  + ~/2(a20  " - -  oa 2) + ~/3(ao  2 - -  o '2a)  
+ ~14(affa 2 -- aEffa) + "r]5 ( f fao  "2 - -  I lr2aff)}, 
(9) 
where the ~/i's are scalar valued functions of the invariants tr g, tr  a 2, tr a3, tr a, tr a 2, 
tr a 3, tr(aa),  tr(a2g), tr(ag2), tr(a2o "2) of o and a and any other scalar internal vari- 
able (e.g., the accumulated plastic strain). These relations rigorously show that the plas- 
tic spin in isotropic material vanishes, as already concluded by MANDEL [1971] and 
KRmOCHVIL [1971]. Applications to kinematically hardening materials (see further Sec. 
III.3) as well as to other types of anisotropy such as invariable orthotropy and trans- 
verse isotropy were also considered (DAFALIAS [1984,1985a, 1985b]; LORET [1983]). As- 
suming a simple flow rule where d p is proportional to a or to o - a, the lowest order 
approximation to (9) becomes 
~P = ~p(ad  p - dPa) .  (10) 
Expressions of this type have been used subsequently by several authors, for example, 
BAM~ANI~ and AIFANTIS [1987], PAULIN and PECHERSKI [1987], and PECHERSKI [1988]. 
A heuristic derivation of (10) on the basis of a weighted average spin of material unit 
vectors oriented along eigenvectors of a has been given by DAVAI.IAS [1985a]. 
Earlier, HAHN [1974] proceeded along similar lines but adopting a description rela- 
tive to the intermediate configuration. If the material is plastically isotropic, the inter- 
nal variables ai are scalars and, on the basis of representation theorems, HAHN [1974] 
obtained an expression for the plastic spin of the following form 
~P = ( /~){X l ra  "Jr- x2( TsTa "21- TaTs) -31- x3( TsT 2 - TffTs)],  (11) 
where Ts and Ta are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the stress tensor T de- 
fined by 
T = (detFe)FeTaFe-T ;  a = (det Fe) - I Fe -TTFer  (12) 
(see also MANDEL [1971]; VAN DER GIESSrN [1989a]) and where the X/S are functions of 
the invariants tr Ts, tr T 2, tr T~, tr T 2, tr(TsT~), tr(T~2T2), t r (T2TETsTa)  of Tand 
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possibly additional scalar variables. In the case of small elastic strains or when the ma- 
terial is also elastically isotropic, the tensor T is symmetric and I/P becomes zero (in the 
first case, ~o p vanishes as well). 
I I I .2 Formulations using generalized normality conditions 
Considering the plastic deformation-rate, A p in the isoclinic configurations for in- 
stance, as the large deformation generalization of the plastic rate of strain in infinites- 
imal plasticity, HAZPI-IEN [1975] proposed a flow rule in the form of a generalized 
normality condition (in nine-dimensional space), 
A p = nO -~ ,  ~o = ~o(T,~ti), (13) 
expressed in terms of the stress tensor T which is dual to A p (note that T:A  p is the en- 
ergy dissipation rate per unit volume in the intermediate configuration). Here, the yield 
function ~o is used as a plastic potential and/3o -> 0 if ~o = 0 and ~b _> 0 and/3o = 0 if 
~o < 0 or ~o = 0 and ~b < 0. 
MANDEL [1971] had suggested a similar expression within the framework of single 
crystal plasticity. Later, he used considerations of macroscopic plastic deformations in
polycrystals due to crystallographic slip to motivate the use of a normality condition for 
the rate of deformation tensor L p in the actual configuration (MANDEL [1982]): 
=,op=/3 (14) 
Restricting to small elastic strains, F e = R,  the yield function ~o in (14) is considered a
function of the stress tensor 7 = RTuR and Otg. Furthermore, ~ is supposed to be a 
desymmetrized xpression i  7, while the actual symmetry of 7 and o is not invoked until 
after application of (14). MANDEL [1982] demonstrated this approach using a general- 
ized, desymmetrized version of Hill's yield function for a material that is orthotropic 
in the intermediate configuration. It was shown, using Cartesian coordinates according 
to the axes of orthotropy, that for instance dp and o~f2 are at any instant proportional, 
a result obtained independently by DAFALIAS [1984] by application of (9). 
Continuing along the lines set out by BESSELI~6 [1968,1985], VAN DER GmSSEN [1989a] 
considered a flow rule similar to eqn (13) and, more particularly, the resulting flow rule 
(14a) in the current configuration which is in general obtained by invoking eqns (3b) and 
(12). Here, the yield function ~o is taken to be a function of the components of T with 
respect o the triad of director vectors. This is equivalent to accounting for initial and 
persistent material symmetries only and using this triad to serve as the internal variables 
ai. By observing that Cauchy's tress tensor is symmetric from principle, VAN DER GtES- 
SEN [1989a, 1990] concluded that 0~o/ao is symmetric and, hence, that o~ p according to 
(14b) is zero. Clearly this is in contrast with MANDEL [1982] and this will be further dis- 
cussed in Sec. IV. 
As a further elaboration, VAN DER GIESSEN [1989b, 1990] proposed a constitutive the- 
ory which accounts for deformation-induced anisotropy. In this theory, crystallographic 
anisotropy or texture is incorporated in a phenomenological manner by endowing the 
continuum with a so-called plastically induced orientational structure (Pxos). This PiOS 
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is specified by a (second) triad of directors, I~rll in the intermediate configuration, and 
is taken to be induced by the plastic deformation process. The evolution of the PiOS is 
proposed to be governed by i t  = A~r l  and the tensor A ~ is assumed to be related to 
the plastic rate of deformation A p according to A T = H:A p in terms of a fourth- 
order tensor H. The so-called micro-stress tensor M which is conjugate to A ~ is used as 
an additional internal variable. VAN DEg GmSSEN [1990] continued by assuming a yield 
function ~o(T,M, ot;), with T defined by T= T -  M: I I ,  1 and pointing out that in gen- 
eral M is an essentially nonsymmetric tensor. Eventually, the flow rule is then given by 
a normality condition similar to (14a) but operating in #-space: 
L '=~ ~ =~ , 05) 
where [cf. eqn (12b)] 
6 = (detFe) - l Fe - rTFer ,  m = (det Fe) - l Fe - rMFer .  (16) 
In contrast with Cauchy stress a, the tensor # is essentially nonsymmetric, due to the 
essential nonsymmetry of m, and VAN DER GIESSEN [1990] concluded that (15b) provides 
a nontrivial constitutive relation for the plastic spin. When for a certain material m and 
6 are symmetric, the plastic spin vanishes. 
II I .3 App l i ca t ion  to k inemat ic  harden ing  
Most of the plastic spin constitutive relations discussed in the previous two subsec- 
tions were applied within the context of large deformation kinematic hardening mod- 
els. DArAZtAS [1983,1985a,1985b] and LosEr [1983] used the simplest form of their 
general proposal (9) for the plastic spin, retaining only the quadratic terms and identi- 
fying one of the internal variables a with the symmetric back stress tensor. Using a yield 
surface specified by ~ ~ tr g2 l 2 = - ~ a; = 0, with g = s - a and s the deviatoric part 
of a, and letting the plastic strain-rate be governed by the normality condition, d p = 
(A) 3~g/~z  their plastic spin constitutive relation can be written as eqn (10) with 
p = 27/ay~/2/3 (here we basically follow DAFALIAS' [1985a,1985b] notation). Further- 
more, they specify the constitutive law for a by, among others, a Ziegler type shift rule, 
it = is - toea + ato e = izd  p (17) 
in terms of a corotational rate based on the spin toe = to _ top. Note that when the elas- 
tic strains remain small we have ti = ft. This rate expresses the assumption that the back 
stress is embedded in the material substructure, so that the proper corotational rate is 
with respect o the substructure spin to e. It is noted that a similar rate equation for the 
back stress was proposed by ONAT [1983] without application of the plastic spin con- 
cept (see also discussion by DArALIAS [1988]). 
The plastic behavior in this kinematic hardening model is thus determined by the hard- 
ening modulus # and the function p in the plastic spin relation (10). DAFALIAS [1985a] 
and LORET [1983] considered p to be constant. On the basis of an analysis of the angu- 
~In fact, VAN DER GIESSEN [1990] uses a slight variation of T, but this is of no importance for the present 
considerations. 
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lar velocity in finite simple shear of a material element which may be associated with 
an induced preferred irection, PAtrLUr~ and PECrIERSKI [1987] proposed to specify p by 
the function p = 3x/3~.2 16ae/(3/~ 2 + 4a 2) with ae = ~ ,  thus eliminating p as an 
additional material parameter (see also PECrmRSKI [1988]). Various other functions have 
been proposed by AIFANTIS [1987] for different extensions of pure kinematic harden- 
ing models. 
VAN DER GmSSE~q [1989b, 1990] discussed a kinematic hardening model as a special case 
of the PIOS theory, based on the highly simplified assumption that the PiOS codeforms 
with the material, that is A = = A p. The plastic deformation process is then governed by 
the deviatoric part g = s - m of a and the yield surface is taken to be specified by 
~o ~trg 2 1 2 = - ~ a 5 = 0. Based on the assumption that the micro-stress or back stress ten- 
sor m is attached to the PiOS and invoking the mixed tensorial nature of m, the follow- 
ing evolution law is proposed (VAN DER GIESSEN [1989b]) 
th = m - mL T + L rm + m tr d = #L pT. (18) 
It is noted that in this generalization of Ziegler's hift rule, the back stress tensor is es- 
sentially nonsymmetric and the constitutive relation for the plastic spin is then given 
through eqn (15b), that is, u p = 3m~. 
In the references cited above, these kinematic hardening models were applied to a ma- 
terial in finite simple shear. Emphasis there was on the predicted stress response, in view 
of the observation by NAOTEOAAL and DE Jor~o [1982] of an oscillating shear stress re- 
sponse according to classical finite strain kinematic hardening models (i.e., according 
to eqn (17) with u p = 0, p = 0). 
In Fig. 1 we briefly study the plastic spin as a function of the applied shear 3' along 
the x [ direction in the x ~ - x 2 plane. In the analysis, small strain (hypo) elasticity is as- 
sumed with the rate equation for the Cauchy stress given by b = 6 = ,g : d e where ,g is 
P 1.00 ~ . . . .  T..,,,~. ~___ _ __. 
~1_2 " "" S J ' J  / / "  O")12 0.75 / /Ap_ -1 .0  / - / ' -  
./ / /  F "v  . .  / - - - - -  DAFALIAS [1985A] 
I I / , /  / ' f  . . . .  PAULUN R, PECHERSKI [1987] 
f / /  . / VAN DER GIESSEN [1989B] 
0.50 it .~p = 0.5 
! / - 71/ /  .:o.3 \ 
I I I 
2 4 6 8 10 
F 
Fig. 1. The plastic spin versus hear strain for various kinematic hardening models. In the theory based on 
eqns (10) and (17), constant values of p (normalized by the yield stress oy) as in DAFALIAS [1985a] are con- 
sidered as well as the function according to PAOtUN and PECHERSKI [1987]. The theory of VAN OER Gl~SSEN 
[1989b] is based on eqns (15b) and (18). 
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the tensor of elastic moduli, whose components in the Cartesian basis {el} associated 
with the frame x i are given by £is,t = C~ij~kl "~- G(6iktSjl + 6jk6il -- ~ij6kl) with C and 
G the bulk and shear modulus, respectively. The final rate equations in terms of the con- 
tinuum motion for the various models can be written on the Jaumann rate form b = 
# - ~o + o~ = [,g - (1 - h)'tJ] :d. Here, the fourth-order tensor ~ depends on the 
particular theory; detailed expressions may be found in, for example, DArALIAS 
[1985a, 1985b] and VAN DER GmSSEN [1989b]. For the case of uniaxial tension, the var- 
ious constitutive quations correctly simplify to the classical finite strain model, with 
the parameter h being related immediately to the tangent modulus in the uniaxial true 
stress-logarithmic strain curve. 
Figure 1 shows the nonzero component ~0~2 of oP normalized by the continuum spin 
w,2 = y /2  versus 3' for G/try = 40 and h = 0.0123. With the exception of DArALIAS' 
[1985a] model with p = 0.3lay, all curves show a gradual transition of ~o~2 = 0 to 60~2 ---, 
~0~2 (or c0~2 --. 0). In particular, the plastic spin predictions according to DAFALIAS 
[1985a1 where p = 1/try, PAULUN and PECHERSKI [1987] and VAN DER GmSSEN [1989b1 
are qualitatively similar, although the stress responses were found to differ substantially. 
I f  the value of p is reduced to O = 0.3/try, the plastic spin tends to oscillate, just as the 
associated shear stress (cf. DAFALIAS [1985a]). 
IV. THERMODYNAMIC ASPECTS 
Plasticity, as an irreversible thermodynamic process, has to satisfy the laws of ther- 
modynamics. Of  importance here is the Second Law or the Clausius-Duhem inequal- 
ity, which implies the requirement that the energy dissipation-rate is at any instant 
nonnegative. With ~'~ and I/'~ denoting the thermodynamic forces associated with the 
internal variables ai and ai, respectively, standard arguments yield the following expres- 
sion for the energy dissipation rate ~ per unit volume in the current configuration, 2 
= er :d  p - -  ~lrc/a° i ~ O, (19) 
and the expressions 
~)o = T :AP-  ~t ' ° l i  = To "Ap-  ~ '° l i  ~ O, (20) 
for the dissipation rate :Do per unit volume in the isoclinic and rotation-free inter- 
mediate configurations, respectively, where To is defined by To = (det V)VoV -~ [cf. 
eqn (12)]. The inequalities in eqns (19) and (20) impose fundamental thermodynamic re- 
strictions on the constitutive relations for the thermodynamic fluxes. Traditionally they 
would be used as restrictions on the phenomenological coefficients in the constitutive 
equations for d p and ai in the case of eqn (19) or AP(A  p) and &i in the case of eqn (20). 
Referring to the expression (19) it is noted that, due to the symmetry of Cauchy's tress 
tensor o, only the symmetric part d p of L p enters explicitly and not the antisymmetric 
part o~ p. The identification of the internal variables ai obviously depends on the partic- 
ular theory, but examples from the literature use only symmetric tensorial internal state 
variables (MANDEL [1971,1973]; LORET [1983]; DAFALtAS [1984,1985b]). This means that 
~P also does not enter (19) implicitly and, hence, that the plastic spin ~P does not con- 
tribute to the energy dissipation rate. 
2Attention is restricted to contributions tothe energy dissipation rate which are due to plasticity only. 
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Thus, we observe that, as opposed to the plastic strain-rate d p, the constitutive equa- 
tion for the plastic spin ~0 p, for example, eqn (9), is in these cases exempt from the 
thermodynamic restrictions imposed by (19). For instance, the kinematic hardening the- 
ories of DArALIAS [1983,1985a] nd LORET [1983], discussed in Sec. III, employ the sym- 
metric back stress tensor as the single tensorial state variable and the coefficient p in the 
plastic spin law (10) is indeed not subjected to any thermodynamic restriction. This is 
indeed an intriguing observation. Apparently, the symmetric and antisymmetric parts 
of the single kinematic quantity L p play a completely different role in the thermody- 
namics of the plastic deformation process. It becomes even more intriguing by recall- 
ing the fact that the plastic strain-rate and plastic spin in single slip, as one of the 
fundamental mechanisms of plasticity, are directly coupled. This will be discussed fur- 
ther in the next section. 
In formulations relative to the intermediate configurations, the plastic spin part 
//P (O6 °) of A p (A ~) does contribute to the energy dissipation rate according to eqn (20) 
since T(To) is nonsymmetric. It should be observed however that this is a sole conse- 
quence of the elastic embedding which transports L p into AP(A~) and adds an antisym- 
metric contribution due to the elastic stretching. If the elastic strains remain small we 
have T = RToR = ~" and To = a, so that only the symmetric strain-rate parts of A p and 
A~ contribute to the energy dissipation rate: T:A  p -- T: A p, To:A p ~ a: zt p. 
Even more sharp conclusions are reached when adopting the strictly deterministic ap- 
proach to irreversible thermodynamics advocated by BlOT [1977,1984] and ZIEGLER 
[1977]. In this approach, the energy dissipation rate is attributed a controlling function, 
rather than a restrictive function. The general outline of the theory is as follows. Let 
the thermodynamic state be defined by m tensor-valued kinematic variables z~ (i = 
1 . . .  m). When the energy dissipation rate is given by the scalar product 
~) ~- Wi '~ i ,  (21) 
of the thermodynamic fluxes zi and the associated issipative forces Zi (where the sum- 
mation convention is used), it is assumed that all irreversible processes are completely 
determined by the dissipation function 4 ' (z i ,  r,i) which is such that at any instant ~D = 
4'(¢i,z, i) .  Under certain conditions, the dissipation function may be expressed as a 
function 4 of zi and Zi, which is more convenient for the present discussion. Further- 
more, it is assumed that the dissipation mechanism is such that this dissipation func- 
tion 4 contains sufficient information to determine the fluxes in a unique manner 
through the dependence of 4 on the dual dissipative forces. Accordingly, ZIEGLER [1977] 
postulates the principle of maximal dissipation rate or, equivalently, the orthogonality 
condition to formulate the rate equations in terms of 4, 
04 ( 04], 
r . i=v-~i ,  v= Z ioz i , i  4. (22) 
Using a variational Lagrangian formulation, similar results were obtained by BIOT 
[1977,1984]. It is important here to distinguish between different ypes of processes, o 
that the m fluxes gi refer to m possibly different processes. ZmGLER [1977] then distin- 
guishes between so-called compound processes and complex processes. The latter is the 
general case, while the entire process is called compound when the individual dissipa- 
tion functions 4i of the elementary processes depend only on the respective forces Zi. 
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Then the total dissipation function is the sum of the #i's and the orthogonality condi- 
tion (22) must be understood to hold for each single process. 
Thus, in this approach, irreversible thermodynamics ultimately rests upon the notion 
of duality which, via the energy dissipation, indissolubly links thermodynamic fluxes 
with thermodynamic forces. ZIEGLER [1977] gives a thorough discussion of the physi- 
cal motivation and the assumptions involved. Further considerations on the foundation 
of the approach may be found in his last paper (ZmGLER & WEHRLI [1987]). A key pos- 
tulate is the absence of so-called gyroscopic forces; that is, forces which are defined by 
the condition that they depend on the fluxes in such a way that the associated energy 
dissipation rate is always zero. Only a few particular examples of gyroscopic forces are 
known, for example, the Coriolis force in a rotating frame of reference and the veloc- 
ity dependent part of the Lorentz force in electromagnetic fields. In the absence of these 
forces, which are also excluded from Onsager's reciprocity relations, the thermodynamic 
process is called purely dissipative. As a consequence, those variables zi that are non- 
dissipative, since the associated thermodynamic forces are absent, are not determined 
by the relations (22). In fact, nondissipative variables are considered to be redundant 
insofar as irreversible thermodynamics is concerned. 
BESSELING [ 1985] and VAN DER GIESSEN [ 1989a, 1900] adopted this approach in large 
deformation elastoplasticity for materials that are invariably anisotropic based on a dis- 
sipation expression of the form (19) with the ai's being scalars. In doing so, time-inde- 
pendent plasticity was considered as the limiting case of highly nonlinear creep being 
governed by a dissipation or creep function. From the fact that the plastic spin ta p is 
nondissipative, as discussed above, it was then concluded from this deterministic ap- 
proach that tap was left indeterminate by thermodynamics and therefore could be ar- 
bitrarily set equal to zero. 
Equivalently, this conclusion can also be drawn from the flow rule (14a) for L p 
by observing that [a¢/aa]a = 0 due to the symmetry of g. It is interesting to note here 
that MANDEL [1982] follows similar lines but in his approach, motivated by single crystal 
considerations, the symmetry of ,r is temporarily renounced. When the symmetry 
properties of a are invoked after application of the flow rule (14), {a¢/aa}a nd tap 
do not vanish indeed. This is easily demonstrated by considering the yield function ¢ = 
t r [u(n  ® p)] - r0, where v and n are vectors, which yields tap = ~{J, ® n[a. Adopting 
the deterministic approach to thermodynamics instead, the yield function would read 
¢' = t r [a[n  ® I,}s] - r0, the values of ~ and ¢' are at any instant equal, but their de- 
rivatives with respect o g are not, so that tap = 0 in the latter case. In conclusion, when 
the symmetry of ~r is recognized as a fundamental property which is to be taken into ac- 
count at all times, MANDEL'S [1982] approach conflicts with thermodynamic determin- 
ism; but, using the above yield function ¢, it gives a correct description of the plastic 
spin in single crystal plasticity, as will be discussed further in the next section. 
It seems worthwhile to point out again that thermodynamic determinism renders the 
plastic spin tap a redundant quantity when all tensorial structure variables are symmet- 
ric. This is a consequence of the assumption that plasticity is a purely dissipative pro- 
cess (ZIEGLER [1977]). This assumption is made plausible by the physics of the process 
(see Sec. V); whether the assumption holds on a macroscopic scale will have to be veri- 
fied by numerical or laboratory experiments. 
The argument centers around the symmetry of the state variables. Inverting the ar- 
gument, the deterministic approach seems to suggest hat if, from a physical point of 
view, the plastic spin for the material under consideration is not redundant, his has to 
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be taken into account by introducing appropriate nonsymmetric structure variables into 
the theory. This philosophy is followed by VAN DER GIESSEN [1989b, 1990] in the theory 
employing the P~OS concept. Since the PIOS directors arz are introduced to specify both 
the orientation and intensity of the induced anisotropy, the evolution tensor A ~ con- 
tains an essential antisymmetric part which describes the spin of the PIOS. The micro- 
stress tensor M is introduced as the dissipative force associated with A ~, so that ~0 = 
T: A p - -M:  A ~ - ~'y .  hi, and therefore constitutes in general an essentially nonsym- 
metric internal state variable. With the assumption A * = H:  A p, the stress tensor T = 
T -  M:  H becomes the dissipative force associated with A p and the antisymmetric part 
of ~ (see eqn (16)) constitutes the thermodynamic force conjugate to the plastic spin oP. 
Conversely oP is governed by ~ by virtue of the constitutive relation (15) which is in 
accordance with thermodynamic determinism. 
Also PERZYNA [1988] suggests the application of nonsymmetric state variables. Moti- 
vated by crystalline plasticity (cf. also Sec. V), he proposes to use the antisymmetric plas- 
tic rotation tensor 0 p, defined by 0 p = fF r~PFdt ,  as an internal state variable along 
with the plastic strain measure ~P = f FTdPFdt  and two hardening variables a and K. 
Assuming that the free energy ff per unit mass is a state function of these variables, it 
follows that the plastic spin adds a contribution -0P :  (~/a# p) to the energy dissipa- 
tion rate. The tensor TM = OJ//a# p is antisymmetric and has been interpreted by PER- 
ZYNA [1988] as a couple stress tensor. Furthermore, he concludes that if TM = 0, the 
plastic rotation cannot play the role of an internal state variable; this is in accord with 
our strict deterministic standpoint to thermodynamics. 
V. MICROMECHANICAL ASPECTS 
It should be realized that the issue of the present discussion is the macroscopic plastic 
spin experienced by a macroscopic volume element. As discussed before, this plastic spin 
characterizes the spin of this element relative to the substructure. Roughly speaking, the 
substructure of a polycrystalline material is related to some average grain orientation. 
The physical origin of the macroscopic plastic spin in a polycrystalline material is to be 
attributed mainly to the complex and interacting processes of slip in the constituent crys- 
tals and, at a larger scale, the gradual rotation of the crystallites themselves. These pro- 
cesses embody the fundamental mechanisms for inelastic deformations and texture 
development in polycrystalline material. This is the subject of crystal and polycrystal 
plasticity, a field which has been explored extensively over many years. Recent accounts 
may be found in HAVNER [1982], ASARO [1983], ASARO and NEEDLEMAN [1985], and 
An=ANTIS [1987]. 
V. 1 Single slip 
Single slip is one of the best understood mechanisms for inelastic deformations of elas- 
tic-plastic rystals. For finite deformations, the kinematics has been interpreted in terms 
of the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient ensor (cf. Sec. II) by 
MANOEL [1971] and RICE [19711. Accordingly, the deformation gradient is decomposed 
as F = FeF  p, where F p describes the plastic shear flow of the material on the current 
slip system and where F e characterizes the elastic distortion of the crystal attice with 
its embedded material along with the rigid rotation (see Fig. 29 in ASARO [1983]). Note 
that this interpretation follows the isoclinic concept. 
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For single slip, the plastic shear flow determines the plastic rate of deformation as 
AP = I#PFP-'  = "YPo ~ no, (23) 
where "i' is the shear rate and where ~'o and no are orthonormal vectors in the slip direc- 
tion and normal to the slip plane, respectively, all being measured in the reference con- 
figuration. As proposed first by RICE [1971], the vectors P0 and no are embedded 
elastically, so that they are transported into ~, = Fep0 and n = no Fe - I  in the current 
configuration, respectively. Hence, 
L p = FeAPF  e-I = 4[ p Q n = toP = "ylp Q n]a (24) 
and the plastic spin is immediately given in terms of the slip plane geometry and the 
shear rate. DAFALL~S [1988] discussed the constitutive relations for single slip within a 
macroscopic framework based on a rotation-free intermediate configuration. 
It is interesting to note that the normal vector n in the expression (24b) for toP may 
be eliminated by means of the relation for d p from (24a) to give 
tO p = (p (~ l ,)d p - dP( i ,  Q 1,). (25) 
Here we have assumed small elastic distortions o that F e reduces to an orthogonal ten- 
sor R describing the rigid rotation of the crystal attice. Alternatively, one may elimi- 
nate ~, and express toP in terms of n and dp. Identifying the tensor a = p ® ~, as a 
structure variable in an internal variable theory, the plastic spin relation (25) is seen to 
be similar in form to the phenomenological re ationship in eqn (10) proposed by DAFA- 
LIAS [1983,1985a,1985b] and LORET [1983] for kinematic hardening. 
Presenting earlier work as published in DAFALIAS and AIFANTIS [1990], An:Ar~TIS [1987] 
then proceeded even further by eliminating ~, ® v from eqn (25) by means of the con- 
stitutive quation T o = t,, l J, ® n }s + t, (n ® n) for the (symmetric) so-called isloca- 
tion stress tensor T ° (t,, and t, are scalar valued material functions). This constitutive 
relation was proposed at a micro scale on the basis of dislocation theories. The result- 
ing expression for the plastic spin is 
toP = - tn l (TDd p _ dPTD) ,  (26) 
which is fully similar to the lowest order general relationship according to eqns (9) and 
(10) as proposed by DAFAtL~S [1983] and LORET [1983]. Moreover, by using a scale in- 
variance argument, ArFA~rTIS [1987] argues that this expression also holds on a macro- 
scopic scale when T n is then identified as the macroscopic back stress. 
MANDEL [1971,1982] discussed the constitutive description of single slip plasticity in 
terms of a generalized normality condition. With r0 denoting the resolved shear stress 
yield threshold, the well-known Schmid law is expressed via the yield function ¢ = 
tr[ T(no  ® ~'o)] - r0. The plastic rate of deformation A p, eqn (23), is then recovered 
by application of the generalized normality condition (13) and identifying/3o with -~ 
(MANDEL [1971]). Alternatively, the yield function may be written as 
~o = (det Fe) t r Ia (n  ® ~,)] - to, (27) 
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in terms of quantities related to the current configuration and L p, eqn (24), is recovered 
by application of (14) (MAND~L [1982]). Thus, the plastic strain-rate and plastic spin are 
correctly described by means of a normality structure along with a yield function of the 
form (27); but it is essential that the symmetry properties of the Cauchy stress g are omit- 
ted. If  one would indeed invoke these symmetry properties in the formulation of ~o, as 
discussed in Sec. IV, one would find dPo¢ 1• @ nls and ~0 p = 0 from eqn (14). Recog- 
nizing this difficulty, MANDEL [1982] argued that since the slip rate ~ depends only on 
,r through the resolved shear stress r = tr[a{n ® p Is], one could imagine adding vir- 
tual nonsymmetric variations to o. Note that the nonsymmetry of the stress tensor T in 
the formulation relative to the unstressed configuration is only a subsidiary effect of the 
elastic embedding (see also MANDEL [1971,1982]). 
It is worthwhile at this point to link these considerations to the deterministic thermo- 
dynamic framework discussed in Sec. IV. Assuming small elastic distortions for simplic- 
ity, the energy dissipation rate due to the slip process is 53 = rq. Using eqn (24a), this 
can be expressed in terms of the kinematic variable L p as 
5) = (rp Q n) :L  p .-- 17-1, (~ n l~:d  p + {rp @ nla:  o~ p, (28) 
which shows that the work conjugate to L p is in this case an essentially unsymmetric 
tensor. In this formulation, L p should be considered an independent variable, while the 
constitutive characteristics are embodied in the tensor r,, ® n. After decomposition i
symmetric and antisymmetric parts, it is observed that the plastic spin adds a nonvanish- 
ing contribution to the energy dissipation. We will proceed by showing how the expres- 
sion (28) can be cast into the general form (19) according to the internal variable theory. 
First we note that for single slip we have the identity a : d p ----- 21 rv ® his : d p by virtue 
of eqn (24a). Using this to eliminate {rv ® n}s from eqn (28), we find that the dissipa- 
tion rate for a given rate of deformation L p and a given stress state a is given by 
53 = O:d  p - -  ¢ :L  p = ~:LP ;  O" = a - c ,  (29)  
where c is the unsymmetric tensor defined by c = r (n  ® v). The second member of (29) 
is of the general form (19) when /~i and g'F are identified with L p and c, respectively. 
In this formulation, the constitutive characteristics of single slip are taken into account 
by means of the internal structure variable c which naturally emerges as a nonsymmetric 
tensor. The symmetry conditions on ,, are implicitly fulfilled and the dissipation tensor 
dual to L p is ~. Adopting the deterministic approach to irreversible thermodynamics, 
eqn (29) moreover suggests the yield function according to 
= (detFe) t r (#(n  @ v)] - r0, (30) 
instead of formula (27), where, in a given state #, a flow rule according to eqn (14a) 
yields L p. 
In fact, VAN DER GIESSEN [1990] has followed these lines in the macroscopic consti- 
tutive formulation for a rigid-plastic layered material within the framework of the PIOS 
theory. Basically, the model is a continuum slip model; the material is taken to deform 
mainly by slip along the layers, but additional plastic normal strain-rates are also pos- 
sible. The behavior of such material subjected to simple shear was analyzed by DAFA- 
LIAS [1984], who also suggested the visualization as a deck of cards. 
The current configuration, where the layers are oriented at an angle a with respect 
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Fig. 2. Simple shear of a layered material by slip along parallel planes tilted at an angle a. 
to the x 1 axis of a global Cartesian frame, is shown in Fig. 2. For this material the Pios 
can be simply characterized by a spatially fixed orthonormal triad of directors ~rl, such 
that A T - 0. Using isoclinic intermediate configurations, the orientation of [~r/] is ar- 
bitrary; for convenience, they are taken to coincide with the global basis [ei] associated 
with the x i frame, so that ~rl and r2 are tangential and normal to the slip planes, re- 
spectively. The rotation over o~ which is necessary to bring [~r/] in accordance with the 
current tangential and normal directions of the slip planes is determined by F e = R .  
The fact that shear deformation can occur only by slip along the slip planes is taken 
into account by imposing the constraint A2~ -= 0 on the components of A p in IT/ I ,  that 
is, A p = AP*r l  ® *rs. This kinematic onstraint along with the condition A T - 0 can be 
taken into account in the Pios theory by making the constitutive assumption Hzm -- 1 
and I IuKL  = 0 otherwise for the components o f / / , / /=  I l uxL  "l~I (~  "l j (~  "If K (~ "If L . The 
components of the dissipation tensor T = T - M: / /=  Tis a'i ® ,rj are then given by 
T21 = T21 - M21,  TIJ = Tu  otherwise, which clearly shows the nonsymmetry of T. The 
micro-stress tensor M2~ has been interpreted as the multiplier for the constraint A p --- 
0 and is at any instant equal to the applied shear stress T~2 = T2~. From a physical point 
of view, the M2~ component may be viewed upon as representing, in the usual contin- 
uum sense, the normal stress distribution at the interfaces between adjacent layers which 
enforces the slip motion and prevents "tilting" of the layers (VAN DER GmSSEN [1987]). 
The connection with the crystallographic single slip considerations above is immedi- 
ately clear after identifying (a'l, ~r2) with (~o,no)  and (R~rl ,R~r2) with 0,,n). Then the 
dissipation tensor in the current configuration is # = RTR r = a - m [cf. eqn (16)] with 
m = RMR r = M21 (Rlr2) ® (R,r1), which is equivalent to the tensor # in eqn (29). 
When such a layered material is subjected to simple shear at a rate .~ along the x ~ 
axis, the kinematic onstraint A~ -- 0 yields the evolution relation & = ~q(cos 2o~ - 1) 
for the angle ~, that is, for the rotation rate of the substructure. For future reference 
we note that the solution of this differential equation reads 
a = arctan(~/+ cot  0/0) -1 , (31) 
if OZo is the initial orientation of the layers (VAN DER GIESSEN [1989C]). The same evo- 
lution relation was obtained earlier by DArALL~S [1984] in a formulation employing ro- 
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tation-free intermediate configurations. It is of importance to realize that for arbitrary 
a, normal plastic strain-rates in p and n directions are necessary to accommodate he 
applied simple shear. 
In the foregoing analysis, a nonsymmetric (internal) back stress type variable ¢ 
emerges as a tool to enforce the essential kinematic onstraints involved in single slip 
[cf. eqn (29)]. A nonsymmetric back stress in the single slip configuration that is of a 
completely different nature and origin was considered by DAFALtAS and AIFANTIS [1990]. 
Within the framework of dislocation theory they discuss the case where the dislocation 
stress tensor also has an antisymmetric part which is given by Tff = t~ { J' ® n }~ with t~ 
a material parameter depending on the dislocation density and the mean free path of 
dislocations. Assuming then a plausible evolution relation for t~, it is found that t~ 
and, therefore, TaD decay exponentially with the shear strain. They interpret his result 
as a justification of the use of symmetric back stresses. In view of the considerations 
in the present paper, the tensor T~ ° may be regarded as a (decaying) correction on the 
tensor ¢ defined in eqn (29b) (note that if t~ = - r  we have c~ = T~).  
V.2. Single crystal  and po lycrysta l  de format ions  
Individual crystals are generally envisaged to deform by shear along the available slip 
systems of the crystal. For instance, face-centered cubic (FCC) crystals possess 12 slip 
systems. The total plastic rate of deformation in a single crystal is then simply given by 
the sum of the plastic rates of deformation associated with single slip on each slip sys- 
tem o~ as discussed above. With reference to eqn (24), we find 
L p = ~,~<'~)1,<'~> @ n <'~) = ~p = >-]~(~>{v~,~) ® n~'~) }~, (32) 
where an index c~ indicates a quantity in slip system c~ (e.g., RICE [1971]; ASARO [1983]). 
Here the sum runs over the n active slip systems. Assuming rate insensitive slip, the 
choice of the active slip systems may become nonunique, depending on the slip-hard- 
ening law; rate dependent formulations however are inherently free from such ambiguity 
problems (see, e.g., ASARO [1983]). We have focused on time-independent plasticity here, 
so we will assume that the active slip systems are known. 
It has been shown before in eqn (25) that in the case of single slip the plastic spin can 
be related linearly to the plastic strain-rate. Evidently this can be done as well for each 
of the contributions of the individual slip systems. Now, let d~ p) be the contribution of 
slip system ct to d p, so that d p ~_aa P -- d(~), and let Ad~) be the deviation from the av- 
__  P erage contribution of slip system o~: AdtP) -- d<,~) - dP/n.  Furthermore, assume that the 
difference Ad~,~) can be related to the average value d p by means of the linear mapping 
relation zld(,~) -- D (~) : d p in terms of a fourth-order tensor D t'~), which will in general 
depend on all current slip rates and slip plane characteristics. The slip plane normals in 
eqn (32b) can then be eliminated to give 
c~ n ~ n 
+ ~,, (p(~) @ pC~))(D<~):d p) - ~ (D  (~) :dp)(p< ~) @ p(")). 
(~ ct 
(33) 
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It is observed that with the identification a oc ~,,~(p(~) ® v(o)), the first two terms in 
the rhs are similar to the phenomenological re ationship (10). But the remaining terms 
constitute a complicated additional contribution. The practical importance of these terms 
is as yet unclear, but it is not expected to be negligible. 
It is tempting to compare this result with the general macroscopic relation (9) in terms 
of the symmetric structure variable a. Assuming that for the overall crystal deforma- 
tions we can specify d p oc a with reasonable accuracy, as in J2-1ike macroscopic theo- 
ries, eqn (33) is linearly dependent on a, that is, 73 = 7s = 0 in eqn (9). In general it will 
not be possible with the above identification of a to express the additional third and 
fourth terms in (33) in the form of the generators associated with 72 and 74 in eqn (9). 
Hence, it must be expected that a single symmetric structure variable will not suffice to 
give an adequate description of the single crystal plastic spin. 
Supposing again that the active slip systems are known, the constitutive description 
of rate independent single slip using a normality structure, as discussed in the previous 
subsection, can be formally extended to multiple slip by employing a finite strain gen- 
eralization of KOITER'S [1953] multiple yield surface theory. This was discussed in de- 
tail by MANDEL [1971]. Taking for each slip system a yield function of the form (27), 
~o (°)(a, v (o), n(°)), the total plastic strain-rate for the crystallite is obtained from L p = 
Zo/3(°)0~o(°)/0o as a generalization of eqn (14). Such an approach needs to be gener- 
alized slightly further when one invokes the yield formulation in the form (30) accord- 
ing to deterministic thermodynamics. Then ~(~) must be considered a function of 
6 (°) = o - c (°) and the flow rule must be specified as L p = Y]o ~(°)OtP ('~)/0~(°0. Mul- 
tiple slip in a single crystal is hence considered as a compound process (ZIEGLER [1977]). 
Thus, also along this route a rigorous derivation of the plastic spin relation for single 
crystals can be obtained, but again it is unclear how the results can be used to construct 
practically applicable macroscopic constitutive laws. 
The extension of single crystal plasticity theories to the description of the behavior 
of polycrystalline aggregates i  a natural though formidable challenge. The key diffi- 
culty is how to give an adequate accounting of the grain interactions due to the hetero- 
geneity of the deformation pattern at a microscale. The two classical and extreme 
assumptions are the Taylor assumption where all grains in the aggregate are subjected 
to the same homogeneous deformation field and the Sachs principle where all grains ex- 
perience the same state of stress (see, e.g., HAVNER [1982] and ASARO & NEEDLEMAN 
[1985]). More recently, "relaxed constraint" models (CANOVA, KOCKS, & JONAS [1984]) 
and various self-consistent theories (e.g., BERVEILLER & ZAOUI [1979]) have been pro- 
posed to improve the way in which grain interactions are taken into account. 
These polycrystal models are inherently capable of describing the development of tex- 
tures. The rate of rotation of the crystal attice of each grain is determined by the ve- 
locity gradient and the plastic spin OJ~g) according to eqn (32), and the orientation of the 
grains during the process can be traced by integration of this lattice spin. In fact, poly- 
crystal models, in particular the Taylor model, have been widely used in the past to study 
texture development in metals. Broadly speaking, the predicted textures are generally 
in qualitative agreement with experimental observations but are mostly too sharp (e.g., 
CANOVA et  al. [1984]; TOKUDA & YAMADA [1988]; HARREN, LOWE, ASARO, & NEEDLE- 
MAN [1989]). A first comparison of Taylor models with full solutions over a polycrys- 
talline domain has been given very recently by HARREN and ASARO [1989]. 
From the foregoing it follows that polycrystal models potentially provide a physically 
well-founded tool for studying plastic spin effects in macroscopic deformations of poly- 
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crystalline solids. However, applications have so far primarily focused on the develop- 
ment of textures and the macroscopic stress-strain behavior. Specific studies of the 
macroscopic plastic spin are scarce in the literature. One of the most notable contribu- 
tions is due to MAI~DEL [1982]. In this work he used HILL's [1972] averaging procedures 
to rigorously derive the spin of his macroscopic director triad for the polycrystal, that 
is, toe = to (assuming small elastic strains), from the lattice rotations of the constituent 
grains. From equilibrium and continuity considerations at a microscale he showed that 
the only admissible simple possibility is to evaluate toe _ w as the volume average of the 
crystals' lattice spins. The corresponding evaluation of the overall plastic spin reads 
top = ~ to~g) dV, (34) 
where V is the volume of the aggregate and to~g) is the plastic spin of the grains accord- 
ing to eqn (32b). This calculation can be carried out in principle by means of polycrystal 
models. Even then, however, the derivation of macroscopic constitutive laws for the 
plastic spin remains an unaccomplished, formidable task. Similar conclusions are 
reached by TOKUDA and YAMADA [1988]. 
V.3. An analytical multiple slip model 
In this subsection we will briefly discuss the implications of the multiple slip model 
recently proposed by VAn DER GmSSEN [1989C] on the plastic spin during a simple shear 
deformation process. This model may be regarded as an idealization of the polycrystal 
models discussed in the foregoing and was used to illustrate and supplement the PiOS the- 
ory (VAN OER GIESSEr~ [1989c, 1990]). In the present scope, the presentation is necessarily 
very brief; further details will be given elsewhere. 
The model is based on the rigid-plastic layered material, discussed in Sec. V. 1, which 
deforms mainly by slip along its parallel ayers (see Fig. 2). It is recalled that when such 
material is subjected to simple shear, the orientation a of the layers in the course of the 
process is given by eqn (31). 
Let us consider an overlay or fraction type of model in which each individual com- 
ponent or fraction is constituted by such a layered medium. All components will be dif- 
ferently oriented, but they are assumed to be subjected to the same overall simple shear 
deformation. This is analogous to the Taylor assumption in polycrystal models. In ef- 
fect, we will consider the limiting model which consists of an infinite number of com- 
ponents. Hence there exists at any instant a continuous distribution of orientations. A 
so-called orientation distribution function (ODF) denoted by n(a,  3') is introduced such 
that the relative density of components which, at a shear % have an orientation between 
a and c~ + da is given by n(o~,'7)do~. By definition we have fon(ct,3~) dct= 1, so that a 
uniform distribution corresponding to isotropic properties i characterized by n (c¢,-y) --- 
1/~r. 
Simple shear of the assemblage thus obtained occurs by multiple slip, where the shear 
rate and the accompanying rate of change of the orientation of the individual compo- 
nents will depend on their current orientation. During a shear increment d'y, components 
pass from one orientation interval to the next. The resulting change of the ODF is then 
given through the continuity equation 
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0 
n' + ~ (na ' )  = 0, (35) 
where ( )' = 0/03, and where or' is determined by virtue of eqn (31). The solution of this 
differential equation for the given initial value n(a,0)  reads 
n(a ,3 , )  _ [ s in2a  + (cosc~ - 3 's intx)2]  -1 (36) 
n(o~,0) 
In Fig. 3 the ODF is shown for two values of 3' and for an initially uniform orientation 
distribution. It is clearly seen how, by the process of multiple slip, the individual com- 
ponents gradually rotate toward the horizontal axis. This mimics the development of 
texture in real polycrystalline materials. Despite the high degree of simplicity of the 
model, the ODF shows a remarkable similarity with that obtained by HARREr~ and ASARO 
[1989] for simple shear with a full detailed finite element analysis of a polycrystalline 
aggregate. 
It is now a straightforward matter to evaluate the overall plastic spin ~u as the 
weighted average 
fO ~r ~P = oJP(o~)rt(ot,3') da (37) 
of the plastic spin o~P((x) for components with current orientation o~. This is equivalent 
to MANDEL'S [1982] result, eqn (34), for the present situation. By noting that the shear 
rate on planes inclined at ~ is given by ~ cos 2o~, the plastic spin in the x ~ - x 2 plane 
is found from the single slip expression (24b) as o~P2(c~) = ~ cos 2or. It turns out now 
n(.,o) '~=2 
I I I 
0 45 90 135 180 
Of 
Fig. 3. Orientation distribution functions n((x,3,) for various hears. The initial distribution was taken to be 
uniform, that is, n(ct,0) = 1/Tr. 
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Fig. 4. Average plastic spin versus hear strain according to multiple slip model. The initial distribution was 
taken to be uniform. 
that it is possible to obtain a closed-form solution for ~2 according to (37); it takes the 
surprisingly simple form 
~1P2//0.~12 = , , /2 / / (~2 "1- 4) (38) 
since co~2 = ~'~. This result is plotted in Fig. 4. 
Compar ing this with the plastic spin results in Fig. 1, it is seen that there is a broad 
correlation with the kinematic hardening predictions of  DArAZ~S [1985a] for 0 = 1, PAU- 
LtJr~ and PECHERSKI [1987] as well as VAr~ DER GmSSEN [1989b]. It is noted that VAN DER 
GIESSEN [1989C] found that the multiple slip model predicted the development of  strongly 
nonsymmetric micro-stresses. Although the overall material behavior of  the multiple slip 
model will not exhibit pure kinematic hardening characteristics, the present results sup- 
port  the plastic spin predictions of  these phenomenological  models. On the other hand, 
recalling that these kinematic hardening models were derived from rather different prin- 
ciples, the present micromechanical  results are not able to show a preference of  either 
one of  these principles. Further  micromechanical  studies of  the plastic spin, also using 
detailed polycrystal  models,  are recommended.  
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